
Materials

Activity Build the Strongest Bridge you can
using only the materials given to you

Dowels, Popsicle Sticks, Straws,
String, Pipe Cleaner & Masking Tape

3D DESIGN Learn to make in all 3 dimensions!
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Check out these different Ideas for tower and

bridge design!

Your virtual bag has a ton of great videos and
websites to help you learn!

Use your phone camera to scan the QR Code.
This will open your virtual bag!

OR visit www.insideoutpvd.org, click on
Activities, Open Your Bag and find your bag!



After watching the videos for this bag, at www.insideoutpvd.org, choose what type of
bridge you want to build. What type of bridge do you think you can build to be the

strongest; and hold the most weight?
 

Take this time to set up
the "gap" your bridge will

be "spanning". You can
set it up between two
tables, chairs, or even

stacks of books or bricks.

-Arch Bridge  

-Truss Bridge  

-Beam Bridge

-Suspension Bridge  

-Cable Stay Bridge  

Choose the what type of bridge to build!
Step 1:

Make Your Plan!
Step 2:

After you choose what type of
bridge you are going to make,
figure out how big your bridge
needs to be by measuring the
gap that you set up in the last
step.
Next, draw a basic plan of your
bridge; to scale if possible!
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Types of Bridges:
Mini Challenge: After watching the videos for this bag at www.insideoutpvd.org, can you match the 5

bridge types below with the correct picture? 

Answer: a) Suspension, b) Truss, d) Beam, e) Arch, f) Cable Stay 

"Pro Tip":



Build your bridge!

Step 3:

Using the techniques you saw in
the first video(like the "glue &
binder clip" method), the
materials you got in your bag,
and the blueprint/plan you made
in the last step, begin to build
your bridge!

"Pro Tip":

Try building your bridge in a few
different sections or pieces. 
This allows you to work on one
part while the glue is drying on
another
You can then easily join the
different sections together once
they are completed. 

Step 4:
Test Your Bridge!

Set up your bridge so that it is
"spanning" the "gap" you set up
earlier between two objects, or
stacks of books/blocks.
We test our bridge by seeing
how much weight it can hold
before collapsing. 
There are two main ways that
you can add weight to your
bridge: 

-Adding weight on top
Ex. stacking books or blocks
on top of your bridge
-Hanging weight from the
bottom 
Ex. Hang a container by string
and add weight to it



Try making a different design!

Can you do better?

The "Engineering Design Process" is a method that scientists,
artists and creatives of all kinds use to make better products and

improve their designs. 
It is a cyclical(circular) process that helps you to focus on making

improvements to your previous design. After "Testing &
Evaluating" your first bridge, use the lessons you learned about
what worked and what did not work to make your new design.

Challenge: Using what you learned from "Testing
& Evaluating" your first bridge design; see if you

can build better, and stronger bridges, using new
materials and techniques!

OR
Choose a different type of bridge to try building!




